
 

Football Brisbane Board Meeting Summary – 8 April 2019 

The Board of Directors met at Mt Gravatt Hawks FC (Hawks FC) at Dittmer Park as part of our ongoing 

football community engagement.  The agenda for the Football Brisbane Board (the Board) meeting included 

the following: 

• Hawks FC Feedback 

• Player Payments 

• Direction of Football in SEQ 

• Club Satisfaction Survey 

• Junior League Composition Policy 

• Competitions Schedule Update 

• Referee Assignments 

• Prizemoney 

• Logan Metro Capital Request 

• Women’s and Girl’s Working Group Update 

Hawks FC 

The purpose of the opening part of the meeting with the host club is to allow them to ask questions directly 

to the Board in an open and non-formal setting.  

Home Fixtures 

• As part of the need to re-fixture following the pre-competition removal and addition of several 

teams, Hawks FC requested that after Football Brisbane completed the draft fixtures for the 

remainder of the season, they be allowed to determine their allotted home schedule to align with 

their known constraints (canteen, other programs). 

• Football Brisbane agreed to use this as a trial so long as Hawks FC stayed within the competition 

guidelines, which Hawks FC did. 

• The Board felt this worked well and agreed to open this up to other clubs who would like to 

determine their own home schedules after draft fixtures have been finalised, noting they need to 

remain within the competition guidelines. 

• The Board did note however this could result in “clumping” of preferred days for games which will 

put further pressure on an already shrinking referee base and may impact locally located clubs (in 

particular those without a Club Referee program). 

Mini-Roos and Junior Fixtures 

• Hawks FC raised a concern about the number of same club teams participating in the same hub for 

Mini-Roos fixtures.  Specifically, Hawks FC have three U8 teams in the same hub. 

• Hawks FC prefer one team in a hub in their Mini-Roos, regardless of the travel impact to their 

families (it was stated that different competition was more important). 

• This would be considered for Hawks FC in future years. 



• Hawks FC raised concerns regarding why Mini-Roos matches were also cancelled as part of the 

general round 1 postponement. Football Brisbane will consider this in the unlikely event that this 

occurs again. 

• Hawks FC asked Football Brisbane to seek clarity from Football Queensland as to why it was 

mandated that U12 play for points under community football and not SAP.   

FB GameDay/Paper Match Sheets 

• Hawks FC raised concerns regarding the FB GameDay system. 

• The Board acknowledged that there were issues with the system associated with the 

implementation of the new PlayFootball registration system and therefore the paper match sheet 

process was reverted to.  

Fixture Notification 

• Hawks FC noted an instance in which the week of a fixture and a specific fixture day was changed.  

This was not highlighted to them by Football Brisbane which could have caused significant problems 

with a pre-arranged Mini-Roos carnival 

• Football Brisbane Board agreed the expectation is any fixture changes must be communicated to 

impacted clubs 

City League Grading 

• Hawks FC would like to see player banding brought back. The Board will notify the annual rules 

working group of this request. 

Club Referees 

• Hawks FC asked Football Brisbane not to appoint assistant referees for U12 games, due to both cost 

and field wear and tear.  This was agreed to. 

• The Board agreed to work with Hawks FC and other clubs on new young referees and providing a 

safe environment for them to learn.  As an example: a 13-year-old referee should not be refereeing 

the same or higher age group and in some cases, it has been requested they have an adult referee 

with them to assist in their development and for their safety. 

• This led to the discussion around club referee engagement and it was acknowledged by all parties 

there is currently no owner between Football Brisbane and Football Queensland for engaging club 

referee programs. 

• The Board noted that Football Brisbane will work with Football Queensland on this and in the 

meantime will begin this engagement with well-established Club Referee programs. 

Fines 

• Hawks FC were upset by being fined for removal of a team post the February deadline 

• The Board acknowledged administrative fees (fines) were put in place to try to reduce the number of 

clubs removing and adding teams across all age groups resulting in mass re-fixturing, impacting all 

competitions significantly.  

• The Board stated to Hawks FC the role of the governing body is to enforce the rules evenly and in an 

unbiased way.  In the eyes of Football Brisbane there is no such thing as “good” and “bad” clubs.  

The Board believe the unbiased application and enforcement of administrative fees, fines and 

penalties is critical to good governance in accordance with the rules sent to all constituent clubs. 



• The Board asked Hawks FC if they felt there needed to be a first or second warning for the removal 

or addition of each team or a banding of removing 1 -3 teams and post that threshold a fine being 

issued.  There was no response from Hawks FC. 

Penalties 

• Hawks FC discussed the aforementioned re-scheduled fixture was to take place at another club’s 

venue 

• This game ended up being cancelled due to weather but outside of the cancellation policy 

• Hawks FC and other club previously acknowledged Football Brisbane, in accordance with the rules, 

correctly awarded 3 competition points to Hawks FC 

• Hawks FC asked both Football Brisbane and the other club to please play the fixture versus awarding 

the 3 competition points.  As both clubs agreed, this fixture has been rescheduled 

• Hawks FC suggested contacting the club who has the right to receive the competition points and ask 

if they would prefer to take the points or re-schedule the game in these types of instances. 

• This has been added to the Football Brisbane standard operating procedures 

Rules of Competition 

• Hawks FC asked for consideration in the rules of competition for clubs to be able to request fixture 

changes when they conflict with school football. It was noted that this was an operational matter 

that will continue to be a difficult matter to get right for all clubs and teams. 

• Hawks FC also requested with the next round of rules of competition for Football Brisbane to 

continue to simplify these rules 

• Both the Football Brisbane Board and Hawks FC agreed the “Spirit of the Game” and competitions 

run with this in mind must be the overarching principle 

Crawford Report 

• There was a request from Hawks FC that the Board and any new members please read the Crawford 

report. It was stated that some on the Board were very familiar with the report and had witnessed 

first-hand the impact of the changes at the time and that modern governance and inclusive 

approaches in the larger club community are making the game much more accessible and 

transparent to all. 

The Board thanked Hawks FC for their hospitality in hosting the meeting as well as their openness and 

willingness to discuss items concerning their club. 

Football Brisbane Board of Directors Board Meeting 

Player Payments 

Several clubs and Board members brought forward concerns over the perception of dramatically increasing 

player payments for what is meant to be an amateur competition.  This perception concerns the Board as 

club administrators may feel pressure to make player payments beyond the financial capability of the club.  

On discussion, the Board recognised two issues: 

1. It would be near impossible for Football Brisbane to enforce any policy specific to players as the 

cost of the administrative burden would outweigh the benefit 

2. Well run and administered clubs should have the right to make payments to players of any amount 

so long as they remain in compliance with the FFA National Registration Regulations, particularly 

section 3.1 on page 8 (link below) 



https://www.ffa.com.au/sites/ffa/files/2018-

06/National%20Registration%20Regulations%202018.pdf 

The Board agreed to a position of developing a rating policy surrounding club governance and transparency.  

By doing this, the Board believes it will help highlight the financial soundness of clubs to ensure they are 

operating within their financial capacity when considering player payments or other investments.  The 

following is an example only, not an agreed criteria: 

One Star 

• Club has held its AGM within the last 12 months and submitted the date of its most recent AGM to 

Football Brisbane 

• Club has sent confirmation of lodged and audited financials for the most recent financial year to 

Football Brisbane 

• All monies owed to councils and suppliers is current 

Two Star 

• Club has posted their financials on the club’s website 

• Club has posted a detailed breakdown of how the club uses registration fees 

This star rating criteria would increase in scale based on governance and transparency and additional 

criteria.  The Board felt this would assist participants and potential participants to make decisions based on 

club practices.  Any rating policy would be at the discretion of each club as to what level they choose to 

attain. 

The minimum requirement for club affiliation from Football Brisbane, however will remain as: 

• Club has held its AGM within the last 12 months and submitted the date of its most recent AGM to 

Football Brisbane 

• Club has sent confirmation of lodged and audited financials for the most recent financial year to 

Football Brisbane 

Direction of Football in SEQ 

As Football Brisbane has worked with Football Gold Coast on the Mount Frank Brisbane Women’s Premier 

League, theoretical discussions around the potential opportunity for Football Brisbane to work with Football 

Gold Coast in the men’s game and around resources for scheduling and referee assignments have been put 

forward.  The Board agreed to have ongoing discussions with Football Gold Coast around these opportunities 

and other nearby zones so long as it is in the best interest of the game. 

Club Satisfaction Survey 

One of the future KPIs for Football Brisbane staff will be increasing the score of club satisfaction via way of 

issuing surveys to clubs for qualitative and quantitative feedback.  An initial draft has been developed to 

start discussions with clubs.  Jeremy and Rafe will hold an open session with interested clubs to gain input 

and feedback after Easter and prior to the club meeting scheduled for Wednesday 22 May. 

Junior League Composition Policy 

A request was made to consider clubs who have NPL and FQPL teams to be able to be considered for BYPL 

more broadly than the current policy which only allows three such clubs to be graded into Under 12 BYPL.  

Many of these clubs are also Football Brisbane clubs, however the number of available places is limited to 

them based on their NPL/FQPL status.  The point was made, if the goal of junior football is to develop juniors 

https://www.ffa.com.au/sites/ffa/files/2018-06/National%20Registration%20Regulations%202018.pdf
https://www.ffa.com.au/sites/ffa/files/2018-06/National%20Registration%20Regulations%202018.pdf


then shouldn’t the competitions be made up of the highest performing teams in each age division instead of 

having those clubs send kids to other clubs to play BYPL. 

The Board agreed the Football Queensland strategic plan and competitions review may cover this as we have 

seen in other states.  The Board will continue to monitor this for a few more months prior to making a 

decision. 

Competitions Schedule Update 

Rafe gave the Board an update around the competitions schedule, technology and ideas to be put forward at 

the clubs’ meeting for consideration for season 2020. 

• The team continue to be focussed on finishing the competition schedule and working with clubs 

individually.  An estimated 50% of clubs had not responded to the proposed schedule within the 

deadline resulting in staff chasing these clubs for feedback. 

• Additional resources from Football Queensland and the wider community were brought into the 

organisation to assist. 

• The paper match sheets process will continue until at least Easter, and the Board approved casual 

staff to assist in inputting the paper match sheets into the system. 

• The Board agreed not to add any permanent staff until we were through this initial period and the 

technology issues were rectified. 

• Football Brisbane staff were requested to evaluate rolling back to Sports TG versus FB Game Day and 

make a recommendation for post-Easter. 

• Some ideas to improve next year which were floated were, staggered start to senior competitions 

and starting juniors later in the year while ensuring any competition starting later is completed by 

September school holidays to allow clubs to continue to benefit from their 6-a-side competitions in 

the October to December period. 

Referee Assignments 

Rafe highlighted to the Board the KPI of referee assignment was currently being missed.  There were a 

couple main issues contributing to this which included: 

• Referee registrations down by approximately 50 from 2018 to 2019. 

o The staff proactively contacted many of these referees directly to understand the reason 

behind not continuing.  In most cases it was a change to their living situation (i.e. different 

working hours, study, moved, retired) 

• Referees not available 

o In the most recent round, 111 were unavailable on the particular weekend. This was out of a 

pool of 372 registered referees. 

Further, an additional 77 appointments were declined after appointments had been released.  The Board 

asked for several actions to be taken: 

• An understanding of the number of additional referees needed to meet the minimum KPIs 

• A plan for referee recruitment 

o Football Queensland, club referee coordinators, referee assessors and current referees 

should all be consulted and give input 

• Work with Football Queensland to lower the cost of referee uniforms and improve delivery of those 

uniforms 



• Work with the Board on for the 2019/20 Football Brisbane Budget to reduce referee registration 

fees 

Prizemoney 

The Board was asked to re-visit the need for prizemoney considering Football Queensland and some zones 

no longer use prizemoney in competitions. 

The Board agreed to the following for 2019 only: 

• Prizemoney would be for League Champions only 

• Prizemoney for League Champions would be equal for men’s and women’s teams 

• Men’s BPL reduced to $5,000 and Women’s increased to $5,000 

• Prize money would be removed from cup competitions, however the entry fee would also be 

removed 

• Prizemoney would be removed for Grand Final winners 

In the 2020 season the Board agreed to move to align itself with Football Queensland and remove all 

prizemoney 

Logan Football Complex Capital Request Update 

Working with Football Queensland and the Government Liaison Officers, Football Brisbane has lobbied for 

an election promise of $2.5m in funding to add a new artificial pitch and upgrade the current lighting to 

energy efficient lighting at Logan Football Complex.  This will continue to improve the revenue opportunities 

for Football Brisbane, reduce running costs and meet the additional capital requirements as per the 

agreement with Logan City Council. 

Women’s and Girl’s Working Group update 

Six people from a cross section of clubs have nominated to be a part of the working group.  Rob has sent an 

email to all those who nominated outlining the working group’s desire, over the next six to twelve months, 

to develop specific local strategies to better support clubs to further enable the growth of the women’s 

game in Brisbane.  The first meeting date is still to be determined and anyone else willing to nominate for 

this working group will be welcome. 

In Closing 

The Board want to thank the clubs for the ongoing assistance, patience and understanding as we work 

though the challenges presented to us in terms of fixtures and referees.  We acknowledge it is not where we 

or the clubs would like it to be.  We are confident the staff are focussed on these areas as they are the core 

of our business and the Board are supporting the Football Brisbane staff with casual resources, expert 

professionals from their networks as well as engaging knowledgeable members from the wider football 

community. 

Sincerely, 

 

Jeremy Medina 
Chairman – Football Brisbane 
On behalf of the Football Brisbane Board of Directors 


